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Abstract
In this article the definition the term of ecotourism and related terms to ecotourism in the English and Uzbek languages are given. As we know, it purposes may be to teach the traveler, to supply reserves for biological preservation, to straight forwardly advantage the financial improvement and political strengthening of nearby communities, to cultivate regard for diverse and for diverse societies and for human rights.
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Ecotourism may be a frame of tourism including capable travel to common regions, moderating the environment, and moving forward the well – being of the nearby individuals. It purposes may be to teach the traveler, to supply reserves for biological preservation, to straight forwardly advantage the financial improvement and political strengthening of nearby communities, to cultivate regard for diverse and for diverse societies and for human rights. Since the 1980s, ecotourism has been considered a basic endeavor by naturalists, so that future eras may involvement goals moderately untouched by human mediation. A few college and institute or university programs utilize the depiction as the working definition of ecotourism.

For the most part, ecotourism bargains with interaction with biotic components of the characteristic situations. Ecotourism centers on socially capable travel, individual development, and natural supportability. Ecotourism regularly includes travel to goals where greenery, fauna and social legacy are the essential attractions. Ecotourism is planning to offer visitors an understanding into the effect of human creatures on the environment and to cultivate a more prominent appreciation of our characteristic living spaces.

Ecotourism is a late 20th century neologism compounded from eco- and tourism. This term is used with the same meaning in the English and Uzbek languages. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, ecotour was first recorded in 1973 and ecotourism, "probably after ecotour", in 1982.

ecotour, n. ... A tour of or visit to an area of ecological interest, usually with an educational element; (in later use also) a similar tour or visit designed to have as little detrimental effect on the ecology as possible or undertaken with the specific aim of helping conservation efforts.

ecotourism, n. ... Tourism to areas of ecological interest (typically exotic and often threatened natural environments), esp. to support conservation efforts and observe wildlife; spec. access to an endangered environment controlled so as to have the least possible adverse effect.

One source claims the terms were utilized prior. Claus-Dieter (Scratch) Hetzer, a scholastic and explorer from Gathering Worldwide in Berkeley, CA, evidently coined cotourism in 1965 and ran the primary ecotours within the Yucatán amid the early 1970s.

The definition of ecotourism received by Ecotourism Australia is: "Ecotourism is ecologically sustainable tourism with a primary focus on experiencing natural areas that fosters environmental and cultural understanding, appreciation and conservation."
The Global Ecotourism Network (GEN) defines ecotourism as "responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment, sustains the well-being of the local people, and creates knowledge and understanding through interpretation and education of all involved (visitors, staff and the visited)".

Ecotourism is regularly confused as any frame of tourism that includes nature. Self-proclaimed specialists and has of ecotourism encounters expect it is accomplished by basically making goals in characteristic ranges. Concurring to faultfinders of this commonplace and assumptive hone, genuine ecotourism must, over all, sensitize individuals to the magnificence and the delicacy of nature. These faultfinders condemn a few administrators as greenwashing their operations: utilizing the names of "green" and "eco-friendly", whereas carrying on in ecologically reckless ways.

In spite of the fact that scholastics oppose this idea almost who can be classified as an ecotourist and there's small measurable information, a few gauge that more than five million ecotourists—the larger part of the ecotourist population—come from the Joined together States, with numerous others from Western Europe, Canada and Australia. Currently, there are various moves to form national and international ecotourism accreditation programs, in spite of the fact that the method is additionally questionable. National ecotourism certification programs have been put in put in nations such as Costa Rica, Australia, Kenya, Estonia, and Sweden.

Nowadays numerous diverse sorts and definitions of ecotourism exist, in any case The Worldwide Ecotourism Society (TIES) provide the taking after definition which has been broadly acknowledged:

"responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment and improves the well-being of local people."

This implies that travelers must think and act dependably in all viewpoints of their occasion encounter in arrange to limit their impacts on the environment and neighborhood community. In expansion, ecotour companies must hold standards and hones that look for either protect preserve the environment and natural life while securing and enabling the neighborhood people.

As we know ecotourism is developing in Uzbekistan too. Besides many activities are organized. The following principles should be followed by everyone who implements and participates in ecotourism activities:

Minimize impact

Construct natural and social mindfulness and respect

Give positive encounters for both guests and hosts

Give coordinate monetary benefits for conservation

Give money related benefits and strengthening for neighborhood people

Raise affectability to have countries' political, natural, and social climate

Back worldwide human rights and labor agreements

You may have come over a few of the taking after terms that closely related to ecotourism: Agro-tourism.

This concept could be a coordinate extension of ecotourism, which empowers guests to involvement rural life at to begin with hand. This sort of tourism is gathering solid bolster from little communities as rustic individuals have figured it out the benefits of feasible improvement brought approximately by comparative shapes of "green tourism". Visitors have the opportunity to work within the areas nearby genuine ranchers and swim knee-deep within the ocean with anglers pulling in their nets.
Community based Tourism. The points are to empower cooperation from the nearby community within the advancement and operations of tourism with their assent and back. Another imperative highlight is that a sensible share of the incomes are delighted in by the community. This sort of tourism moreover keeps up and regards the nearby culture, legacy and conventions. Frequently, community-based tourism really fortifies and some of the time salvages these. Community – based tourism moreover suggests regard and concern for the characteristic legacy, especially where the environment is one of the attractions.

Nature Tourism. This interlinks with ecotourism be that as it may it concentrates more on getting a charge out of and regarding the natural life and the environment without the instructive component show in ecotourism.

Pro-poor Tourism. This sort of tourism is set up in creating nations as an implies to progress the nearby economy for neighborhood individuals. It improves the linkages between tourism business and destitute individuals, so that destitution is decreased and destitute individuals are able to take part more successfully in tourism improvement.

The points pro – poor ranges from expanding nearby work to including neighborhood individuals within the choice making handle. Any sort of company can be included such as a little hold up or a visit administrator. The foremost critical calculate isn't the sort of company or the type of tourism, but that destitute individuals get an increment within the net benefits from tourism.
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